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1. Introduction

mental

The purpose of this thesis
was to design a font exclu
sively for use in digital display.
My concern is with fonts that
are used to display information
or

text

on

output such as

scale work on the

18 Geni

units

font
hard copy
line printers

in

My thesis research began
in March 1983. I began my
study with experimental work
with existing fonts. Wim
Crouwel's experimental CRT
font of 1967 intrigues me, so I
digitized it onto an Apple II

did

requires a larger amount of

memory than is
the

practical

for

Another draw
back to grey scaling is that it
is a cosmetic approach to
typography. It doesn't actually

lution of 280 X 192. The font
intended for a higher
resolution, so it was barely
legible on the Apple.
I also did some experi

was

use computer

develop

technology

a clean

Both

of

The bulk of
done by
Through the library, I

research.

research was

an on-line computer

search of

the topic "font".

This provided me with a list
of 192 articles and reports
which had been published
since 1 979. I then selected
those articles most relevant
to font design, and began
reading.

The majority of the mater
ial I read on the subject of
digital font design had been
researched and written

by

electrical engineers or com

average personal com

puter owner.

computer with a screen reso

my

reading.

a

high,

fonts in that it paradoxically
smooths out the rough, jagged
lines of a character by blurring
its edges. However, it has
drawbacks. One is that a grey
scale font of four or five bits

typesetting.

were accomplished as pre

liminary
"G"

then reduced that image to 24
points, or 2.6 Geni units.
Grey scaling is an inter
esting approach to digital

not consider

applications to
or

size of

the computer

screen; I did

grey

Genigraphics system. I
digitized an upper case
Univers 45, 65 and 75 at

to

design.

these experiments

These are the
build computer

puter scientists.
people who

equipment, create the soft
ware, and until recently,
design the display of the

This in

computer screen.

cludes the

design

of

the fonts
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Wim Crouwel's experimental
CRT font of 1967.
Upper case
and

grey

"G"

Genigraphics

G G

digitized

scaled on the
system.

Of

the two smaller letters,
the one at left is the grey
scaled letter and the one
at right is the Helvetica
letter that is part of the
system.

that are used to display text on
the screen. Most of these fonts
are 5 X 7 dot matrix fonts. Few
engineers are trained to
or understand

design

letterforms, with
they copy or base

the result that
their designs on existing types.
Type designers, on the other
hand, seem to be mainly con
cerned with digital
typesetting
equipment. The typefaces are
stored

digitally,

rather

than

on

film or in the form of cast metal.
This means that the finetuning
of the typeface takes place at
the computer terminal, but the
main concern here is with the
output, the hard copy.
Some type designers, such
as Charles Bigelow and Donald
Knuth with Metafont and C. H.
Cox with his skeletal approach
to font design, have concerned
themselves with the design of
fonts for digital display. However,

A

"meta-font"

description

family

of

of

is

when we use a computer.

see

One of the major problems I
is that people want to digitize

existing typefaces for

use on a

ray tube. Types such
Helvetica and Times Roman,
designed in 1957 and 1932
cathode

as

greater
constantly becoming
The Apple II, a
low resolution screen, is not

and greater.

capable of

displaying

for

display

and not

display
screens

that are

1024 X 1024

could

resolution

the Apple

It is time for designers to
learn computer technology and
apply this knowledge to font
designs that are produced solely
for use in digital display.
Screen resolutions are

not

handle

or

resolution

2000 X 2000

characters with

more complex

features

of angles

for diagonal lines.
a font that is de

signed at a particular resolu

tion is applicable only to
other systems which
similar resolutions.

a

simply the

less

give more or

precise rules about

to produce drawings
and

the

rules will

expressed

parameters so

that

will

how

letters,

ideally

in terms

description

of

such

variety

Therefore,

drawings themselves. Such
descriptions

II,

becoming
A

as serifs, curves or a

computer screen.

finely

detailed enough for
on the high resolution

more prevalent.
of

low

on a

screen such as

respectively, are very popular
CRT fonts. These types were
designed for the print medium,
for ink on paper, and as such
they are not meant to be dis
played as dot patterns on a

a

detailed font at text size. The
computer I used, the Xerox
Alto, Is a medium resolution
display. A font designed on
the Alto would be too detailed

a schematic

how to draw

fonts,

most of this work has been at
the experimental level rather
than the applied level, and the
result is that we still must read
poorly designed characters

be

of variable
a single

actually

specify many different
drawings.1

A 5 X 7 dot matrix character.

have

In about 1453 Johann Guten

berg

perfected movable

type,

to
accurately produce large
quantities of type. The result

which enabled a printer

was

1 Jffljft I$ID& &
to ft Jf fi ft I|
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jrtlB
51$

that printers tried to
in a short time

mass-produce

a

spent

to to to to

had previously
many tedious hours

a

i a

what scribes
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(Huxyz

b H Ib tB tati br \x t?

a

a

a

a

t

c

t

f f i f fd *

D. B. Updike writes:
There appears to have
been no thought in the

tBCBtatBtrer tree Detetooor

minds of

t

creating.

early

other than

printers

to reproduce

manuscripts

quickly and
inexpensively.
Intent
.

.

upon

imitating

.

t

Q

i

i f

volumes written

by hand.

In other words, to the
first type-cutters printing

t
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f
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f

00

0
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manu

scripts, they felt obliged
to reproduce the kind of
letters that a reader had
been accustomed to in

it 0

0
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merely an evolution,
and did not appear a new
invention in the sense
that it obliged them to
decide what forms of
was

letter

best

were

to the new
had to

uuunouxaorujjEgpp

?

a

i

9
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adapted

medium

they

employ.2

Gutenberg's type, which
had 288 different characters.

centuries later we
experiencing the same

Over five
are

reluctance

to

accept a new

technology for
to base

our

what

designs

capabilities of

it is, and
the

on

that technology.

Type designers,

that computers are,

in fact,
medium,
therefore require "new forms
and

a new

letter". Wim Crouwei says,
"The memory of a computer
is an assembly of cells,
charged positively or nega
tively. This assembly of cells
could be a new starting
point for the development of
new
My thesis is
of

.

.

.

characters."3

an attempt

to

understand

this

to use that
understanding to design a
font that fits the medium of
the CRT. What follows is a
description of how I designed
my font, which is called Alice.

technology

and

will

doubtless stop the

reproduction of

Bodoni

and

engineers

and computer scientists must
recognize

We

Garamond

on

machines.

It is

the supersonic
an

error!4

2. Background

As I began to
there were

Alice,

work on

several preliminary

to be answered:
Would my font be purely
technical and highly functional
questions

it be purely

or would

Writing by
a

it

hand is
skill.

will serve

only for making

will

be

except

notes,

by

the

to

tainly

not

advantages

com

its

written or

the

therefore,

be based

spacing
Do I

monospacing?

characters?

and undecipherable

time will,

disadvan

proportional

with upper and

on

role

take place at the terminal or
at the drawing board?

cer

The first

the

drawn examples

lower case

What are the
and disadvan

tages of serif versus sans
serif? Will the design process

is finished. The letter-type for
our

What are

want a single alphabet, or one

him. For true

municative purposes

functional?

versus

experi

necessarily

advantages and

tages of

which

of no value except

the writer,

highly

In the future

vanishing

rapid abstract

mental and not

fortunately

most

question

is the

important because it

determines the guidelines I
follow in answering the re
maining questions. I decided

of

past.5

approach my font from a
purely technical point of view,
with my goal to be a highly
legible and functional font. I
had in mind the user who
would be typing and reading

to

i

m

text

matter on

the screen;

therefore, legibility

and ease

reading were very important
facets of my design.
Letterspacing is another
of

important

problem.

Most

existing digital fonts

are

monospaced, for the same
reason that early typewriters

curve

were monospaced:

it's

easier

to implement a monospaced
alphabet.

fonts

However,

these

are also awkward and

difficult to read. Putting
lower case "m" in the same

often
a

2.

"i"

lower case
it's an eyeThe optimum font is

set width as a

is

awkward and

catcher.

one which reads

A lower
typed

"m"

case

"i"

and

as

typewriter.
Notice the narrow spaces
between the stems of the
and the extra-long serifs of
the
on a manual

"m"

"i"

2.

Diagonal characters often
in letterspacing. Notice the space
between the
and the

cause problems
"r"

"v"

smoothly
catching the reader's
Proportional spaced

without
eye.

alphabets are more

difficult to
but the legibility
and eye flow are much im
proved. Because the computer
I used has the
ability to do
proportional spacing, I de
cided to design Alice to be

implement,

proportionally

spaced.

The question of a single
alphabet is another one of
functionality. A single alphabet
is one in which there are not
two separate designs for the
letter and the
lower case letter. Instead, one
design suffices in both cases.
This means that the design
for a particular character
could be a traditional lower
case form or it could be a
traditional upper case form,
or it could be a
totally new
form. Some of the single
alphabets have also been
upper case

phonetic alphabets.

designers

Many

have been
concerned with letterforms
and legibility have designed
single alphabets in an attempt
who

1

Herbert Bayer's universal
1926.

alphabet of

to minimize the number of
characters in our alphabet.
we are taught to
dual alphabet; we are
used to seeing different
"A"
designs for a capital
and
a lower case "a". Because of

However,
read a

this,

.

2.

Single alphabet
Kurt Schwitters.

3.

Anthony Rozak's
alphabet of

a single alphabet would

of

1927

by

phonetic

1971.

abcdefqhi

be extremely difficult to im
plement, and it could be a
very slow process. Although
the idea is intriguing, I chose
to design Alice as a dual
alphabet to maintain legibility.

jklmnopqr
StUVWXU2
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a
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poupsbsen Measren pnease usmk.

The debate between serif
and sans serif fonts is an

6

ongoing

one.

Many

people

think that for reading printed
text matter the best type is a

basic serif face such as
Baskerville or Times Roman.
It is thought that the serifs

help in distinguishing

one

letter from the next, thereby
strain and a
causing less eye
greater ease of reading.

However, I'm not sure that
this is true in the case of a
CRT. A serif face on a low
resolution screen

The

main purpose of letters

is

making th
letters are frightful things
and to be endured only on occasion, that is to say, in places wh
ere the sense of the inscription is of more importance than ex
ternal ornament. This is a sweeping statement, from which w
e need not suffer unduly; yet it is doubtful whether there is a
rt in individual letters. Letters in combination may be satisfyi

oughts visible.

Ruskin

the practical one of

says that all

is

often

less

legible than a sans serif
because the serifs are more
noticeable; they take up a
greater proportion of the
character. It is very difficult to
accurately reproduce finely
detailed serifs on a low or
medium resolution CRT.

Therefore, the
large

serifs are often

and clumsy.

I decided to

my font as a sans
serif, with the possibility of
using occasional serifs to
approach

letters is the practical one of making tho
Ruskin says that all letters are frightful things and t
o be endured only on occasion, that is to say, in places where
the sense of the inscription is of more importance than extern
al ornament. This is a sweeping statement, from which we ne
ed not suffer unduly; yet it is doubtful whether there is art in ind
ividual letters. Letters in combination may be satisfying and in

The

main purpose of

ughts visible.

distinguish certain characters.
When I began to work on

Alice my idea was to do all
the designing at the terminal,
and none on paper. My thought
that typefaces for the
designed
with pencil on paper, then
transferred to metal or film or
bit map. Because I felt so
was

print medium are

in 9/10 Baskerville
9/10 Avant Garde

Text

set

(top)

and

(bottom).

strongly about designing a
font solely for display on the
CRT, I thought that the design
process should take place at

the terminal.

3. The

beginning

was

turned on or off. I also
the mouse to move the

used

The computer I worked on is
the Xerox Alto, with a screen
resolution of 606 X 808, and
containing 489,648 points. It
is a vertical-format 875-line
raster-scanned TV monitor
with a refresh rate of 60 fields
per second from a bit map in
the

entire character either verti

cally or horizontally
bit map; I used it to
completed

I viewed the font in
text form, I had the option of
either white on black or black
on white. I think that white on
black is easier on the eyes,
so from the beginning I de
signed my font as white
characters on a black field.
The final design for Alice is
also intended to be read as
white characters on a black
field. When the screen display
is reversed to black on white,
but

by 36 pixels), the menu
the full font displayed at

This

Selections

by operating

were

a mouse.

to either
pixel; in
words, this is how I

allowed me

"ink"

or

other

"erase"

a

controlled whether each pixel

FONT

1 3 S 7

t o I T

gen

background,

acters on a white

pixels

made

character, to

map representation, and to
exit from the font editor.
The font editor appears
on the screen as black char

The software I used is
Flash and Fontedit, written by
Clint Parker of the University
of Rochester. The font editor
has a display that consists of
the bit map representation (32

actual size.

the

erate a character onto the bit

main memory.

and

within

store a

when

0. W. fttttor

1.0
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)
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F

Q

H
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U

Ul

X

/

g

h

t

W

X

by

type designer. Eventu

high-quality

fonts, type designers
have to

assume

will

this job

and

?

m

Y

]

0

have to learn

computer

express
new

f

mathemati

a small amount of consultation

will

D

the

art and artistry.

ally, to achieve

1

with

cians and engineers aided

\ 33

(
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combining

The existing designs have

CHARACTER MOVE
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0

raises a

15
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I

enough

technology

to

their designs in this

digital language.

Merely

m

copying existing fonts has

>

severe

limitations.6

8

apparent.

21 sans serif faces that
range from condensed to ex
panded and from light to bold. It

tend to have rough curves and
jagged diagonals which are even
juxtaposed
more obvious when

When I began working on
the Alto I spent several days

is

with straight vertical or

and

the characters appear thinner
and the screen flicker is more

experimenting with the font
editor. I used Helvetica to
experiment with because it
was

the simplest available

font.

Eventually I was ready to
begin the task at hand. I
realized that I probably
wouldn't get good results

by

blank screen,
starting
because I had never before
attempted a font design. I
decided to select a typeface
and digitize it, then use that
font as a point of departure
for Alice. The typeface I
selected is Univers 55, de
signed in 1957 by Adrian
Frutiger.
Univers is a well-designed
with a

family

of

an elegant and simple

type,

I felt that it would be a
starting point for my font.

The unretouched Univers
font has a character height of 12
pixels. On the bit map represen
tation, the baseline is line nine;
the x-height is line four; the cap
height is line two and the de
scender line is line eleven. The
average width of a lower case
letter is seven pixels, and the

horizontal

lines.

good

I

worked toward an overall

smoothness

I

places where

trying to
could

vertical or horizontal

out

at

by looking

characters and

disturbing

the

analyze

insert
lines

with

the regularity of

the letter. Therefore, I

wanted as

regular a character as

possible,

because

irregularity

ness would

or

unusual-

disrupt eye flow.

average width of an upper case

letter is eight pixels.
This unretouched version of
Univers 55 is extremely crude.
When I read text matter on the
screen I realized that one of the
most important characteristics
of my font would have to be
smoothness. Earlier fonts, as
well as

my

version of

ABCDEFG

Univers,

HUKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefQhijkl mnopqr stuvwxyz

1234697690
?!#$%~&*ono<>'v

I

**

+

Univers 55, unretouched,
it appeared on the Alto
screen.

as

4. The development
Alice
With my

goal of a

of

highly

legible font, I had to

aim for a
simple, open design. One way
to open up the design was to
separate strokes by at least
two pixels. Two parallel

strokes that are separated

only

a single pixel

by

tend to

blur together. This happens
for two reasons: One, the
scanning beam must turn on
the first pixel, then turn off,
then immediately turn back
on. Because of the close
proximity of the pixels, the
beam probably isn't able to
completely turn off before it
has to turn back on. This
means that what should be a
black background could
appear grey.

The

second cause of

blurring is
phosphor.

the spread of the
Although each

is technically

pixel

either

ft/1 \f\f

off, there is
some spread beyond the

turned
exact

pixel,

on or

boundaries of
this small

and

a given
amount

of spread can cause some

blurring.
Another way that I simpli
fied the font was to minimize
the number of diagonal lines
and curves. I replaced these
with vertical and horizontal
lines whenever it was possible
without destroying the identity
of each character.

One
where

I

of

the first areas

these two
in the upper
"W". First, I

applied

principles was
case

"M"

and

altered each character so

that

instead of having four strokes,
it has three. This allowed me
to

open

up the

area

between

the strokes, as well as to
design the strokes as verticals
rather than as diagonals.

|"Y1 1

[S
I I I \AJ

10

I

also altered

"v"

"w"

and

the lower case
the stems

so that

are vertical rather

diagonal. The

characters are

short

45

than

vertices of

formed

angles

the

by

that end with

a single pixel.

uu

vw

V
My designs
"u"

and

"v"

for the lower case
are easily dif

ferentiated when placed side
could
by side, but the
have been mistaken for a
when seen separately. One
suggestion was that the
"v"

"u"

outside edge of the

"v"

ap
have the sharp
vertex of a "v", but that the
inside edge blurred so that it
appeared rounded like a "u".
The bottom design for the "v" is
one that I tried in an attempt to
further differentiate the two
characters. However, this
is
very awkward; the lines are
rough and the character appears
blurred near the vertex. I ended
up using the original design
because I don't think that there
is a big problem in
differentiating
between the "u" and the "v".
peared to

"v"

11

I designed two versions of the
upper case "U". The design
on the left was an attempt to
unify the upper and lower
case designs; the capital
letter is a larger version of the
lower case letter. This design
appeared awkward and didn't
fit in with the remainder of the
font, so I designed the version
on the right. It is smoother
and not as awkward, and this
is the final design of the char
acter.

mm

I designed two versions of the
lower case "m". The design on
the left is the first design. I
altered it to form the design on
the right, which is more consis
tent with other lower case char
acters.

12

The Univers lower

"y"

case

rough and

extremely
Instead of a letter

is

jagged.

made of

two diagonal lines, I altered
"y"
so that it is made
the
almost

entirely

horizontal or
also put

two

of smooth

vertical

lines. I

pixels of space

between the bottom of the

bowl and the tail. This was to
up the character so that
there wouldn't be blurring.
open

Initially, I designed the

char

that the bowl rested
one pixel above the baseline.
This was to allow enough
space between the bowl and
acter so

the tail, while maintaining a
short overall character

height.

slightly uneven
baseline, and I eventually
increased the character height
so that the bowls could rest

This

on

created a

the baseline.

"g"

I designed the lower case
to follow the design of the
"y". The bowls connect the
same way, and the bowl is
two pixels above the tail.
Again, the bowl of the center
design rests one pixel above
the baseline, but this was

eventually

corrected.

13

Another

of the ways in which
I opened up the characters of
Alice was to expand the xheight. An expanded x-height

lends itself to the design

of

characters with
cals rather

strong verti
than diagonals

It also
for more vertical space
the character; this is

and round curves.

allows
within

particularly

relevant with

lower
"e". The bowls

characters such as the
case

"a"

and

these two letters often
together and
blurred; in Alice, they appear

of

appear crowded

clean and open.

The

most

digital video

graphics

is that

A

line

sloped

noted

commonly

problem of

represented

"jaggies".

be

smoothly by

discrete points,
rather as an

of

cannot

and appears

annoying "stair

step"

pattern.

The insertion

intermediate points,

of

halfway

between the line and

background colors, along the
stair

steps, smooths the line

edges; the

visual effect

continuous,

solid

line.7

is

a

14

One

of

the

designing

problems with

a

font for a

resolu

tion as low as this is that

i

each pixel makes

large
acter.

proportion

If a

pixel

up

of

such a

the

char

is turned off,

the character isn't quite right,
but if the same pixel is turned
isn't
on, the character also
quite right. This problem was
obvious when I worked on the
lower

original

it to

"a". The shoulder
downward in the

case

curved

letter, but I

converted

a straight horizontal

When the

line.

shoulder extended

the full width of the character,
the letter appeared to tip to
the left. When I erased the

first pixel, the character
appeared to tip to the right.
Either design was a com
promise, but I chose the
center design. Similar charac
"g"
and
ters, such as the "e",
that
extend
the
have
tails
"y",
full width of the character, so
was
this design for the
consistent with the remainder
of the font.
"a"

bdh

This illustration

shows

letters

with similar characteristics.

My initial approach to the
design of the lower case "f"
to that

the
"y". I
wanted to allow two pixels of
space between the shoulder
and the crossbar, but the
character height was such
that the only way to do this
was to lower the crossbar so
that it was one pixel below
the x-height. This was another
compromise in design that
was particularly obvious in
combinations. The cross
"t"
bar of the
remained at xwas similar

lower

case

"g"

of

and

"ft"

height,
ward

which made an awk

"ft"

When I
the overall character
I could put the crossbar
combination.

expanded

height,

"f"

the
have two

of

at x-height and still

between the
the crossbar.

pixels

shoulder and

ft

4567

ft

7

ft
The

is the only
that has a diagonal
45
angle. The
line that is not a
lower design is one I did in an
attempt to design the character
numeral seven

character

with a

45

angle.
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for
a variety of designs
"t"
at
in
an
case
the lower

I tried

tempt to resolve the

problem

cut off the
with the "f". First I
the
left side of the crossbar of
then I lowered the crossbar

"t",

by

one pixel.

This

cut-off

crossbar worked when

was preceded

by

the

"t"

other char
"t"

acters, but when the
began a word, it wasn't as
recognized as a "t".

quickly
The strong

vertical

line

created

wasn't
a channel that the eye
used

to

My

seeing.

next solution was

to

leave the crossbar one pixel
below the x-height, but to
return to the traditional design
of a crossbar.

This solution,
the lowered

when paired with
crossbar of

the

very wavy line

"f",

created a

The only
to
height.

of text.

acceptable solution was

expand

the

character

17

Whenever possible, I tried to use
45
a
angle for diagonal lines. I
began this with the upper case
"R", which had a rough diagonal
line in early designs. After that, I
45
implemented the
angle in the
ampersand, the slashes and the
parentheses.

RRR

&&&
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There is

often confusion

between

0 (zero) and the
letter. O (oh). One simple solution
to this problem is the diagonal
line through the zero. This is the
the

numeral

final design

of

compared with

Univers

'L

my numeral zero,
the original

zero.

00

Another area of confusion is
between the upper case
and
the lower case "I". This problem
is quickly illustrated in this text,
which is set in Helvetica. I solved
this problem by adding a foot to
the lower case "I"; the foot is of
the same design as the foot of
the lower case "t".
"I"

5. Conclusion

Ultimately, Alice

The development
with

any font,

of

was a

Alice,

as

tedious

process of major and minor
changes and adjustments.

But it

was also a process of

experimentation. I

had never
before designed a font, so
this was an attempt to combine
what I knew of traditional type
with what I could
discover about the capabilities
of a cathode ray tube.
I believe the result is a

designing

clean, smooth and elegant
font. It is easy to read on the
screen. There are few jaggies
or rough curves. The charac
ters have an overall consis

tency and evenness of color.
And finally, Alice was de
specifically for digital

signed

display.
A grey

providing
and

scale

diagonals,

much

font,

while

smoother curves

larger

requires a

amount of mem

ory than a two-bit font like
Alice. Grey scaling is also an
to put a print-oriented
typeface where it doesn't
belong the computer
attempt

-

Helvetica, which is avail
able on the Alto, is a much
rounder font than Alice, as

having

a rougher

overall appearance.
wider.

The

It is

also

average number of

line for Alice is
3570 characters per
screen. Helvetica allows an
average of 78 characters per
line, or 3276 characters per
characters per

85,

or

screen.

an

a

fpnt,

such as a

contrasting

19

should

partner

bold version,

italic or a larger size.
Given more time, I would
have designed a bold version
of the font, as I think that is

an

the most elegant solution to
the problem of a contrasting
font design.
One of the other problems
I had with Alice was in letterspacing. Ultimately, each
font that is Implemented on a
computer should have a
letterspacing table as part of the
software or hardware. This table
would allow for the variety of
character

combinations, and

give each possible combination

its own letterspacing parameter.
I would like to have been able to
do a table like this for Alice, but
on the Alto that would have
required a programming knowl
edge that I don't possess. How
ever, the problem of letterspacing
has in part been solved with the
use of vertical stems rather than

diagonal stems. This enabled
to bring characters closer to
gether and avoid
character spaces

me

the large interthat often

diagonal stems (for
example, the lower case "v").
occur with

screen.

well as

have

I tried putting Alice onto
Apple II. At the same

number of pixels per charac

ter, the font

was much

larger

the Apple than on the Alto.
At that size the font was more
applicable as a display font
on

than as a text font. The

terspacing

let-

was also com

pletely off. In most cases,
there are two pixels between
any two letters in Alice. On
the Apple, one pixel would
have been sufficient.

The following page shows
Alice in use on the Alto as a text
font, and at the bottom of the
page is the full font.

Locate:
Change:

Command:
window:

0

mode:

INSERT

input:

output:

qoogs2

Twas fcrpg, and tj
Did gyre |nd glmbtp W^H& uJabe;
fill mirnsf were ihe borpgoues,
find the mufhe raths qirtgrabe,
''Beware Ihe Llabberuj6ck;;my son!
The jaws that bite; thef claws that
Beware the Jubjub l^ ahri jshun
The Tfumious Bandershatehj^

^
catch!

H took iftis; prpal swonOrt band:
Long time: the manxbnre to he
So rested he by the 1n3mt&6^tre e ;
find stdo]} awhile in thought.

sought-

find as in uf fish thougfe tie ^obtf#
The Jabbenuock^ with m& of flame,
CamioW^

find twrl^d^as It

carrel

fjrte/twot Ohe^ twol ;fi3l tW^ ^n^ tHr
The uorpat blade went sriiKr-srlack]
He left It lead, and with Its tieatf
:

He

went

galumphing

facl

"find hast thou slain the Jabberwock?
Come tc> iny arms* my beamish hoy!
M*f^ffTTluBt,Htff]

He

chortled:

in his jp

Twas brillig; and the sb'thy toues
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe;
fill mimsy were the borogoues,
find the mome raths ttutgrabeA

fi&CDEFGHI JKLmrtOPQRSTUyOi:
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuuwxyz

1234567890
"

A?!i#$#~MX}[]+H**<>

.

,

;
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